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This trusted text examines the biological, psychological, and social science of human sexuality,
provides practical information needed for everyday living, and familiarizes students with research
methods used in sexuality. The author team features a unique combination of a psychologist and a
sociologist, which gives this text a distinct interdisciplinary perspective. The thoroughly revised
eleventh edition of Hyde, Understanding Human Sexuality, has updated coverage on modern topics
such as ethnic groups and sexuality, media influences, new contraceptives, sexual orientation, and
gay marriage and civil unions. Hyde comes with access to SexSource Online, an online resource of
quality video clips to accompany course material.
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We needed the 12th edition of this book for my college human sexuality class, but I bought this
(11th edition) in order to save money. The book itself is in good condition with some highlights
throughout the text (as can be expected in a used book). Also, it has the same information as the
12th edition, so it satisfies the text book requirement for the school course.

I had to get this for a class, but I found it incredibly easy to read and interestingly-written. I'm
admittedly a nerd and keep all my textbooks instead of reselling, but I have referred this one several
times since I took the class, so I'm especially glad I kept it. I highly recommend this book, even if

you just get it as a reference addition to a personal or academic library.

I ordered this textbook because I needed it for my Human Sexuality course, but it's turning out to be
a fun read even separate from class. It's very informative and well-written; it begins by defining
"sexuality" and delves deeper into what we know about sex today. I usually want to sell my used
books after a class ends but I am keeping this one--it's too good to give up! ;)

I had to get this book for a Human Sexuality class I was taking in Grad school for my counseling
studies and the course was given by none other than Yvonne Fulbright herself. One of the best
classes I have ever taken and the book is not only good for the class but also for personal insight
and discovery as well. Quick delivery too!!! Thank you!!! A+++

Rented this book for school but I'm thinking about buying it. Very interestig and informative. The
book was delivered as scheduled and, should I not choose to buy it, it's not due back until well after
the semester is over.

This book is awesome, not only for class but for anyone that wants to know more about human
sexuality. I have had two classes (one lower level and one upper level) at two different schools that
use this as the text. It is a real eye opener to other cultures and how their sexual behavior is
different than ours. Sometimes shocking, sometimes amazing, always informative!

This is an insightful book with a lot of good example. I also loved my professor so that could be why
I enjoyed the book as much as I did. I would recommend to anyone looking for information on
sexuality that has not taken many health classes, because some info is common knowledge, but
some info I have never ever heard!

rented this book for my human sexuality class and was highly upset because l should've purchased
instead. However, as The chapters kept going, i realized a lot of theories were biased and it's
because they were long outdated!! I think universities should choose another book to teach students
as they are not getting proper facts and are only misinforming them.
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